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The Physics and Neuroscience of the Observer, Observed and Observing:  

Implications for Space, and for Fundamental Physical Theory 

 

Abstract. Take a look around. Pay attention to the space in which seen objects are embedded. This 

space is not the same space as that referred to in physical theory (e.g. the spacelike subset of 

spacetime). At least, any identity between ‘conscious-experiential space’ (what you see) and 

‘matter-embedding space’ (the usual physics-construct) is non-trivial. But necessary analyses of 

spatial-relationships have been completely overlooked by both physics and neuroscience! Notably, 

the FQXi ‘Physics of the Observer’ project seems to repeat this spatial-relationship blind-spot. In 

turn, this blind-spot arguably derives from the ‘silo-fication’ of science, in which neuroscience is 

construed as a distant, separate, and hierarchically-dependent discipline. The present informal 

essay attempts to make the blind-spot clear, via a childlike (but not childish!) re-examination of 

the observer and the observed. Re-examination uses various stylized facts from the neuroscience 

of brain dynamics and conscious experience. (For example, conscious experience depends on 

information encoded at spatially-distributed loci, a surprisingly important point in a relativistic 

setting.) When space is treated rigorously, conscious human observers cannot be given a detailed, 

precise explanation within the orthodox explanatory framework of current physical theory1! This 

is not a philosophical objection. It derives from novel application of standard kinds of physical 

reasoning to experience-as-phenomenon. A novel formal symbolism that labels varieties of space 

is briefly explained, and used to overview a number of theorems. Informal justification is given 

for an alternative, minimally seven-dimensional, setting for physical theory, which can give a 

detailed, coherent, physics-theoretic account of conscious observers. Experimental tests using 

present-day technology can in principle arbitrate between this alternative setting and conventional 

forms. Bottom line? The most significant implications of ‘the observer’ for physics can only be 

seen when physicists are prepared to look beyond their discipline’s historical structuring. At a 

meta-level: are physicists – as ‘observers’ of their own discipline, activity, and identities – so 

conditioned that they cannot ‘see’ their own observer-analytic limitations, and how these 

limitations hinder fundamental advance? If so, what is to be done? 

                                                 
1 For details on what I mean by “The Orthodox Explanatory Framework of Physics”, please see Appendix A. 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE: Figures are directly taken from references, in order to illustrate the informal 

discussions of the present essay. Please refer to original papers for detailed context (direct links to 

online versions can be found in the ‘References’ section, p.19). 
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1. What is an ‘Observer’? 

Roughly speaking, there are three distinct sorts of observer in physical theory, although they are 

usually taken to be more or less the same. First, we have a classical system that is specifically 

characterized as a measuring apparatus. (In this paper, I’ll ignore variants such as quantum non-

demolition observations.) A measuring apparatus is an observer in the sense that it makes 

recordable ‘observations’. Second, in relativity, we have a particular coordinate-frame for 

spacetime. This is closely related to a relativistic ‘observer’ via the loose, unhelpful, and dangerous 

idealization of a point-like, human observer sitting at the origin of the coordinate system. Third, 

we have a human conscious observer2, e.g. the experimentalist who experiences and records the 

readings of observers-of-the-first-kind (meters, or measuring apparatuses). 

Much of this paper is an informal overview of a variety of provable theorems that deny the 

commonly-presumed identity between these three kinds of observer. As an orienting introduction, 

I’ll now explain why the three kinds of observer are different, and why it matters. Subsequent 

sections then develop sketches given here. (Developments in the present paper do not go as far as 

formal demonstrations of theorems. These are contained in the cited manuscripts.) 

Under what conditions would the equivalence of meters, frames, and humans hold? I’ve already 

hinted at one condition: conscious experience would have to be a point-like property of the human 

brain, so that the point-like relativistic idealization worked. If consciousness is not a property of a 

single point in the brain, this does not invalidate relativity. But treating spatial scale properly leads 

to a neglected insight into the proper relativistic treatment of conscious experience, as a property 

of spatiotemporally-distributed brain dynamics. I’ll explain this further below (section 7). 

What about the presumed equivalence between meters, and conscious human observers? (Here 

I’m describing a view in which consciousness has no special role e.g. in quantum state-reduction. 

For simplicity, the present paper assumes the ‘no-special-role’ viewpoint throughout. A separate 

paper on consciousness and quantum theory is in preparation. In summary, this in-progress paper 

suggests that standard heterodox arguments for ‘quantum consciousness’ are poorly specified or 

unnecessary, but that there is one worldview or reality-theory in which a properly-nuanced version 

                                                 
2 Please see the Appendix B, “Varieties of Consciousness and the ‘Human’ Appeal”, for further clarification of the 

term ‘human conscious observer’. 
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of quantum consciousness may have merit. Quantum issues are specifically neglected presently, 

in part to rebalance their over-emphasis in current physics-theoretic treatment of ‘the observer’.) 

A presumed equivalence between meters and conscious human observers seems harmless, even 

unarguable, under the common presumption that consciousness is simply some complicated 

property of physically-orthodox brain-dynamics. In this view, a human body is just a meter with 

an additional, not-yet-fully-understood, feature. (Although ‘not-yet-fully-understood’, the 

mainstream view is that understanding the brain/conscious-experience relationship is a matter of 

time and data, not of additional fundamental theory.) However, the main thrust of this paper is that 

consciousness can’t be given a ‘physically-orthodox’ explanation in terms of brain dynamics. This 

doesn’t imply that consciousness is ‘beyond physics’ – as I’ll frequently say, this paper points to 

specific extensions of the ‘orthodox explanatory framework’ (Appendix A), so that consciousness 

can be explained in terms of brain-dynamics. But meters and conscious human observers can’t be 

equivalent within the orthodox framework, because orthodoxy can’t give a coherent account of 

consciousness. Of course, claiming basic problems with physically-orthodox explanations needs 

justification!  I’ll get to this justification in sections 6 and 8, primarily, which document issues 

arising from locality and spatial homogeneity (section 6), and from a measurement-theoretic 

consideration of experimental methods in conscious-experiential research (section 8). 

2. What is ‘the Observed’? 

It’s easy to think that ‘the observed’ is well-defined, and doesn’t really need to be examined. Isn’t 

it either, ‘what’s left in the Universe when the observer is removed’? Or, ‘that subset of what’s 

left, which interacts with or influences the observer’s observations’? As an example of the latter 

view, if the ‘observer’ is a thermometer (an observer of the first kind), the ‘observed’ is the 

thermal-equilibrium-system (say) that the thermometer is used to measure. 

The ‘subset of the Universe that couples with the meter’ view is more-or-less OK for first-kind 

observers (recalling that I’m neglecting quantum issues here, such as: are there really separable 

wavefunctions for discrete subsets of the Universe?) For ‘observers’ of the second kind, the 

observed is really the entire physical Universe, because the point-like observer at a relativistic 

coordinate origin is hypothetical. These nuances for first- and second-kind observers are important, 

if we value precision. But the observer/observed issue really becomes critical in the present paper 

for third-kind observers, i.e. conscious (human) observers. 
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3. The Childlike Key: Observer/Observed as False Dichotomy, for Third-Kind Observation 

Take a look around. You’ll observe some shapes, colors, perhaps some movement. (For brevity, 

and with apologies if necessary, I’m assuming you have typical visual capacity.) Out of the corner 

of your eye, you may catch sight of the bridge of your nose, or arm, hand, or foot ... It’s common 

to construe the non-body seen (tables, computers, books, trees …) as ‘the observed’, and body seen 

(nose, arm, hand, foot …) as ‘the observer’. But this division is a profound mistake.  

A far-better construal is to treat both non-body and body ‘seen’ as aspects of a single phenomenon 

class. This class doesn’t really fall into either observer or observed categories; it’s perhaps best 

described as ‘the observing’. Consider a classical view in which matter can be described in terms 

of particle-like constructs. The ‘observer’ is the collection of particles that makes up the human 

body (say). The ‘observed’ is either all-particles less the body, or the subset of all-particles-less-

body that affects the contents of conscious experience. But the seen body and the seen non-body 

are both aspects of conscious experience, which (according to mainstream theories) is some 

property of brain-particles, i.e. of the observer. (As are other aspects of conscious experience: 

sound, touch, taste etc.) Again, observer and observed are unseen particle collections. The seen 

(heard, felt …) observing is an undivided property-of the dynamics of observer-particles. 

Of course, it’s a common human practice to use the body to point an aspect of conscious experience 

and say something like ‘that table over there’. But I’m never experiencing ‘myself’ (observer) 

point to ‘a table’ (observed). I’m experiencing a representation-of-arm orienting towards a 

representation-of-table, within conscious experience i.e. observing. I assume that others have 

analogous experience, so that my body- and speech-acts are coherent in their ‘observing’. This 

isn’t esoteric philosophy. It’s simple recognition of the fact that conscious experience is a virtual 

representation of an alleged physical-world. It’s a reminder of the background epistemological 

structure of physics. If you doubt that ‘your hand’ or ‘the table’ is a representation … Look at it. 

Then cross your eyes. The image splits in two. Is that happening in the conventional physical 

Universe (conservation of mass-energy!) or in your virtual-representation-of-the-Universe? 

(Eye-crossing may seem childish, rather than childlike. However, there is a powerful and typically-

unaddressed human conditioning currently, supporting an ‘I’-am-the-seen-body identification, i.e. 

a belief the observer is the seen-body. This conditioned belief can corrupt scientists’ ability to 

analyses the situation clearly. Simple practices like eye-crossing can help keep the field clear.) 
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4. The Benefit of a Formalism for Describing Conscious Experience 

As section 3 perhaps indicates, trying to use words to continually clarify the distinction between 

‘particle-constituted’ reality and its virtual representation within conscious experience is extremely 

cumbersome. I’ve found it necessary to introduce a new formal symbolism [1, 2], to make clearly-

communicable progress. (Please see ‘Figure 6 from REF [1]’, on the next page for an introduction.) 

In a very simplified and abbreviated introduction to this symbolism, let r be a spatial coordinate-

system indexing the three-dimensional ‘space’ that we typically discuss in physics. Note one 

immediate problem. When children studying physics ask “Why three dimensions?”, we point into 

conscious experience and say “up-down, left-right, back-forward”. However, this establishes only 

that conscious-experiential space is three-dimensional. It says nothing (without further analysis) 

about the dimensionality of a matter-energy–containing space. Consequently, we will introduce 

another spatial-coordinate system to index conscious-experiential space. 

Now the r-indexed space that we usually talk about in physics ‘contains’ the particles and fields 

e.g. of the Standard Model. (I’m neglecting spacetime curvature, and taking a classical-

simplification picture here in which we envision a flat spacetime containing particle-like objects. 

This simplification can be relaxed after introducing the key distinction of present concern, i.e. the 

distinction between matter-containing and conscious-experiential spaces.) Let’s say a molecule at 

r1 reflects or emits a red-spectrum photon that arrives at my retina, causing a cascade of neural 

activity that eventually leads to the spiking of a brain-neuron at r2. And let’s say that whenever the 

r2-neuron spikes, I have a conscious experience of a ‘red dot’ at a location in conscious experience 

that I’ll label . Now introduce the symbolism … to stand for “conscious experience of …”, so 

that “conscious experience of red dot at ” can be written (loosely) as red dot( 

Returning to the verbal enquiry into observer/observed/observing from section 3, we can now 

make the following identifications. The observer contains neural-activity(r2). The observed 

contains red-reflecting-molecule(r1). And the observing contains red dot(Note that this is 

simply an extension of conventional physical symbolism so that it can describe or point to all the 

involved phenomena. There is no implication of mind-body dualism, for example (although 

symbolism could be used to express such a proposal). The mainstream hypothesis for avoiding 

dualism is simply to say that red dot( occurs as a ‘property-of’ neural-activity(r2). (Or ‘facet-  
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Figure 6 from REF [1]. Basic symbolism for conscious experience is physical-theory-

analogous and ontologically-general. The orthodox matter-energy constitution of a tree and a 

brain are schematically depicted as line drawings (black spikes depict brain-dynamical activity); 

visual conscious experience of the tree is depicted via color images. Symbols {sab(Xrc)} label 

perceptually-relevant components of the environment (here, edges). Symbols {A(Arj)} label brain-

activity (notably including stereotypical activity-patterns encoding e.g. edges). Symbols 

{sab(c)} label components-of-conscious-experience (here, conscious experiences of edges). 

Note that the horizontal dashed-line does not establish any kind of duality; instead it stands as a 

visual reminder for two features inherent to consciousness research. First, the dashed-line can be 

viewed as depicting the epistemic barrier behind which both external-environmental and brain-

dynamical above-the-line phenomena are hidden. In contrast, below-the-line phenomenological 

referents of sab(c)-symbols are directly (introspectively) accessible. Second, the dashed-line 

reminds us that there are two sets-of-phenomena to be related, i.e. brain-dynamical phenomena 

above-the-line and conscious-experiential phenomena below-the-line. Thus, if conscious 

experience is to be explained fully within physical theory in terms of already-existing symbols (in 

a manner analogous e.g. to explanations-of-temperature), symbols for conscious experience 

(analogous e.g. to T for temperature) may be useful. Just as a symbol for temperature does not 

imply any temperature-ontology, so symbols for conscious experience are ontologically-general 

(i.e. consistent with monist, dualist, and substance-silent conceptions).  
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of’, or ‘emergent-property-of’, depending on the theory.) And I have no objection to those kinds 

of hypotheses, at this stage. However, observe that a full symbolic description of phenomena has 

two coordinate systems, now – the -system and the r-system. To complete any precise and 

coherent e.g. ‘emergent-property’ hypothesis of the relationship between observing and observer, 

we must state some logically- and empirically-justifiable relationship between the -system and 

the r-system. This will turn out to be very problematic, within orthodox confines. 

5. Conscious-Experience Space and Matter-Embedding Space: An Unexamined Relationship 

To explain the relationship between the -system and the r-system is to state a relationship 

between conscious-experiential space (containing sights, sounds, colors) and matter-embedding 

space (containing particles and fields). Matter-embedding ‘space’ doesn’t have to exist ‘as space’, 

of course. For example, computational realism proposes that particles and fields only exist ‘as’ 

numbers that define location, momentum and other properties. But conscious-experiential space 

does have to have a sort of existence. Eyes open, you can see it, right in front of you, right now! 

To make discussion concrete and brief, I will assume that matter-embedding space does ‘exist as 

a space’, as a three-dimensional analog of the self-evident conscious-experiential space. (A 

complete discussion [1] accounts for other possibilities such as computational realism.) Now: 

where is -space relative to r-space? (Panel A, in the Figure on p.10) This is the great unasked 

question of the physics-and-neuroscience of observer/observed/observing! It’s not a question 

that’s asked in conventional physics, because the whole observer/observed/observing complex is 

pushed away as either a philosophical irrelevance, or a matter for neuroscience. It’s neither. 

(In section 3, I pointed out the eye-crossing practice as an intuitive portal to the distinction between 

the -system and the r-system. An additional intuition concerning the initially-disjoint nature of 

matter-embedding and conscious-experiential spaces comes from a consideration of metric. 

Consider that local spacetime is more-or-less flat, yet distant stars appear in experience to be 

arranged on the dome of a half-sphere. This familiar fact points to a difference between the metric 

on -space and the metric on r-space! Euclid’s parallel lines are famous because parallel lines do 

converge, under the -metric!) 

It’s tempting to say “The relationship between the -system and the r-system is trivial: -

coordinates are just additional labels for the r-coordinates of the neurons that ‘generate’ conscious 
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experience”. In this view, conscious experience is ‘in the head’, so that -space is just that subset 

of r-space that contains the neural activity involved in conscious experience. But this is 

indefensible, without further machinery. Neurons are not geometrically arranged within the head 

in the way that conscious experience is arranged (panels B-C, p.10). So r-space must be rearranged 

somehow to create -space! Yet this ‘rearrangement’ would be a new and fundamental physical 

mechanism! It’s a possible explanation. And it would require rewriting fundamental physics. 

Another intuitively-appealing approach is to say that -coordinates label a ‘virtual space’ created 

by brain activity. It’s the ongoing instantiation of this space that we identify with being conscious. 

In waking, the space is populated by components generated by interaction with the physical 

environment. In dreaming, the space is populated by components that are free from waking-reality 

rules. In both cases, there is a space. It remains to explain how -coordinates are encoded in the 

brain, so that components of experience appear in the ‘right’ places, within this space. 

6. Implications of Orthodox Physical Theory for Encoding of Conscious Experience 

In fact, it’s impossible to explain how -coordinates are encoded, while at the same time 

preserving basic principles of orthodox physical theory. For example, let’s take locality of 

interaction [2]. If -coordinates index a virtual space then there is no meaningful distance metric 

relating r and loci (panel D, p.10). However, recall that different feature-classes such as edge-

orientation and color are encoded by neurons in different brain locations. So neural-activity at r2 

might encode ‘red’ at a certain external-location re, and neural-activity at a different brain-site r3 

might encode ‘vertical-line’ at that same location re, so that red vertical-line(depends on 

neural-activity at r2  and on neural-activity at r3. This requires non-local information aggregation: 

the combination of information at two or more r-separate locations to determine features at a 

single -location (panel E, p.10). (Such non-locality does not occur e.g. for temperature [panel F].) 

Problems of this kind are pervasive and impossible to resolve while maintaining both 

neuroscientific views of encoding and conventional physics’ conception of locality. Roughly 

speaking, these issues lead to a theorem stating that “Neuroscience’s view of neural encoding, and 

orthodox physics’ views of local interaction and of spatial-separation-of-brain-loci, are 

contradictory, if conscious experience is a (classical, conventional) property-of brain-dynamics”. 

(In practice, sub-theorems address two different encoding schemes, namely ‘distributed coding’  
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Figure 1 from REF [2]. Locality issues in an {r-space, -space} setting. (A) The need for two 

spatial constructs. A visual stimulus (grey/black lines) induces brain-dynamical activity (cortical 

spikes schematically depict neural-activity, horizontal lines depict neural-quiescence). A three-

unit distributed code for colored edges is illustrated: inside-black-oval black-spikes/lines 

associate-with (black dotted-arrows) corresponding features-in-experience (colored lines; visual 

experience occurs within the large black-oval); grey-spikes/lines depict activity not associated-

with conscious-experience. The basic issue (red arrow) is the relationship between two spaces, r-

labeled orthodox physical space and -labeled conscious-experiential space: (B-C) -labels as 

extra labels for r-labeled brain-locations; (D) -labels as indices for within-brain-property loci. 

(B) Conscious experience “exists in” r-space. Colored lines (panel A) are now conceived of as 

actually-located-at corresponding encoding-locations; joint “r/” axis-label indicates mixed 

depiction within one space of -labeled components-of-experience and r-labeled orthodox 

phenomena (brain, stimulus) (C) Problems for a naïve scheme. This panel restates panel B, 

removing brain-depiction to emphasize resulting conscious-experiential geometry, which does not 

recapitulate objective stimulus-geometry. (D) Dashed-line indicates (not-dualistic) conceptual 

separation between orthodox physical entities (below the line) and a specific (i.e. conscious-

experiential) property-of conception (above the line) pertaining to a particular collection of 

orthodox entities (i.e. the brain). Dotted-associative arrow is complemented by diamond-arrow 

connector emphasizing “property-of”; r- and -axes are now distinct: there is no physically-

meaningful metric measuring distance between r- and -loci. (E-F): The “just-like temperature” 

fallacy. (E) Non-locality in distributed encoding-of-consciousness. Dotted-arrows “connecting” 

{r1,r2,r3} to 1 are purely abstract (not realized by any physical structure); aggregation-of-

information is non-local. (F) Local interaction-basis for spatially-extended measurement-of-

temperature. Symbol T0 for a thermometer-reading corresponds (blue arrow) to the location-at-r4 

(dotted circle) of meter-mechanism (black arrow). Location results from local interactions (grey 

arrows) with molecules (grey circles) at {r1,r2,r3}; spatially-extended (not r1-local) measurement 

ensues from purely-local physics. Temperature is both emergent & fully-local; contrast panel E. 
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where different features are encoded in different brain areas, and ‘topographic coding’, where 

different locations of a single feature-type are encoded at different topographic-map loci.) 

But there’s more! (More problems for the intersection of orthodox physical theory, and 

neuroscience’s account of the encoding of consciousness, that is). Consider multiple observers (i.e. 

multiple human bodies). Each has brain-dynamics associated with conscious experience. And there 

is supposed to be some regularity concerning these dynamics, and their conscious-experiential 

properties, across observers. Consider the brain-dynamic giving rise to red dot( for observer 

1, and the same brain-dynamic in observer 2’s brain. The physical principle of spatial homogeneity 

implies that the same dynamical activity at two different locations should lead to the same 

consequences. For example, two identical masses at different, widely-separated locations, give rise 

to the same local gravitational field. (Homogeneity depends on no ‘wiring’ leading in or out of the 

two locations, which could lead to different consequences. But mainstream theories-of-

consciousness presume there is no such additional structure, for the brain/consciousness 

relationship.) Homogeneity then implies that both observer 1’s and observer 2’s brain-dynamics 

lead to red dot at precisely the same location ! That is, the components of conscious experience 

generated by all the different brains should occur in a single -space! Of course, this is contradicted 

by evidence: my experience occurs in my conscious-experiential space, and yours occurs in yours 

(although very rarely do people seem to think explicitly about reality in this way!)  

How can we make different observer’s observings appear in dedicated spaces (or subspaces) and 

have homogeneity hold? Either, encoding schemes must differ brain-by-brain (so that different 

activities can have different -coordinates). Or, there must be additional wiring connecting brain-

encoding r-locations to conscious experiential -locations (so that the same activity at different r-

locations can be wiring-propagated to different -loci). Again this can be expressed as a theorem. 

Loosely: “If brain-encoding of consciousness is the same across observers, then physical 

homogeneity of coupling implies that there is additional physical structure connecting brain-

encoding r-locations to conscious experiential -locations”. Of course, this ‘additional physical 

structure’ contradicts both mainstream theories-of-consciousness and the conventional physics-

theoretic framework. But the alternative is either observer-dependent encoding of consciousness, 

or the violation of spatial homogeneity of couplings. 
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7. The Relativistic Conscious Observer 

Assume the commonplace emergent-property model of consciousness (‘experiential 

consciousness is some kind of emergent property of the brain, conceptually analogous to 

temperature, broadly-speaking’). Then analyze this model in the context of special relativity. For 

a simple treatment, let’s compare the reading-of-a-thermometer with consciousness as a kind of 

reading-of-the-brain. The relativistic property we are interested in is frame-invariance. (One 

common usage refers to ‘the viewpoint of different observers’. This is unjustifiable, if ‘observer’ 

means ‘conscious observer’, because there is no good physical theory of the conscious observer, 

yet. See sections 6 and 8! So I’ll use ‘relatively-moving coordinate-frames’, instead.) 

Consider a thermometer measuring the temperature of a system, and a conscious observer viewing 

that same system. For example, the observer is having a conscious visual experience of the system. 

In the rest-frame of the thermometer/system/conscious-observer, we record the thermometer 

reading and record a perfect image of the visual experience (e.g. from the observer’s detailed report 

of experience). For relativistic invariance to hold, empirical accounts and theoretical analyses of 

both thermometer-reading and conscious-experience must be the same in all other frames. 

Consider the stereotypical ‘relatively fast-moving frame’. Even though the mean kinetic energy of 

the system’s molecules will be high in this frame, the thermometer reading will be predicted (and 

measured, e.g. by a fast-moving camera) to be the same as in the rest frame. This is because a 

thermometer reading is essentially a point-wise coincidence of a meter-pointer and a numeric 

gradation (or electronic equivalent; the point is perhaps more direct in the old mechanical-

thermometer setup). Length and time distortions work themselves through in elementary ways, so 

that the needle points to 290K (or whatever the reading is), in every frame. 

But consider conscious experience. This is a property of a spatiotemporally-distributed set of brain 

dynamics (according to mainstream emergent-consciousness proposals). Typically this set will be 

very slightly different in different frames. (‘Slightly’, because the small spatial-scale of the brain 

renders e.g. simultaneity variations across frames equally small. But not zero.) This means that 

there must be certain frames and times at which the orderly production of experience from (or ‘as’) 

brain-dynamics must differ between the rest and moving frames, in a conventional four-

dimensional (‘4-D’) setting. 
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To give a very simple example: Say that red and line result respectively from the activity of 

two neurons, A and B. When membrane potential of A is above threshold T, ‘red’ is experienced. 

When B is above T, ‘line’ is experienced. In the rest frame, assume A and B pass above threshold 

at the same frame-time, resulting in simultaneous red/line experience. But there will be an infinity 

of frames in which the threshold-passing times of A and B differ slightly, so red and line are 

non-simultaneous: conscious experience varies by frame. (In the rest frame, ‘red-line’ 

simultaneously; in other frames, ‘red then line’, or ‘line then red’.) This violates relativistic 

invariance of phenomena and/or theory (depending on whether it is Nature, or our theory, or both, 

that are frame-dependent.) 

The key point is that orthodox meter-readings (like the temperature reading of a thermometer) are 

always pointwise coincidences (precisely zero spatiotemporal scale; they are pure ‘events’, in 

relativistic language). But the mainstream explanation of consciousness-as-a-brain-property 

cannot avoid the dependence of the ‘meter-output’ on non-zero spatiotemporal measure: brains 

encode in a distributed manner. This non-zero spatiotemporal measure of encoding must lead to 

familiar simultaneity problems in special-relativistic settings. Non-zero measure is the origin of 

relativistic invariance failure, for the physics-theoretic description of conscious observers. 

There is a way to rescue invariance. If experiences occur in a 3-D -space that is relativistically-

orthogonal to the 3-D r-space in which brain-dynamics occur, then it is possible to arrange for 

relativistically-variant brain-encoding to arrive invariantly in the orthogonal experiential 

subspace. So conscious experience itself can be invariant, even though encoding is not! 

All this can be put into a provable theorem. Loosely, “if conscious experience is a (conventional, 

classical) property of spatiotemporally-distributed brain-dynamics, then spacetime must be at least 

7-D for relativistic invariance to hold; orthodox matter-dynamics and conscious experience must 

be respectively confined to two orthogonal, disjoint 3-D spacelike-subspaces of the minimally 7-

D setting.” (There are some nuances in the ‘conventional classical’ qualification, e.g. ruling out 

neuroscientific ally-infeasible schemes that encode the entirety-of-consciousness at a single point 

in the brain, and/or excluding a scheme involving novel field/particle types interacting with brain-

dynamics and not subject to orthodox temporal regularities.) 
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8. A Physically-Orthodox, Experimentally-tested, Detailed Theory of Conscious Observers? 

The mainstream view in neuroscience and physics is that ‘consciousness is just a complicated but 

physically-orthodox property of brain dynamics, which we simply haven’t worked out yet’. It’s 

merely a matter of time, and more measurements, in this view.  

Even if we extend what we mean by ‘physically-orthodox setting’ to take account of points made 

in sections 4-7, the mainstream view above is still refutable [1], although it is a delicate and 

nuanced matter. Refutation depends on measurement theory (please see ‘Figure 1 from REF [1]’, 

on the following page). And the resulting theorem goes something like, “If consciousness is an 

orthodox physical property of physically-orthodox brains, there can never be an experimentally-

verified, detailed, unique explanation of consciousness in terms of brain-dynamics”. 

To establish this theorem, a lot of work has to go into the precise definition of ‘physically-

orthodox’. The key point [1] is that matter/energy in brains follows standard information-

evolution, uninfluenced by the formation of conscious experience (as a result or function of brain-

dynamics). This excludes the possibility that conscious experience itself acts on neural dynamics 

somewhere in the brain. But if conscious experience doesn’t act on the brain, how can brain-

instigated report of conscious experience be a scientifically-reliable measurement of experience3? 

The reliability of brain-instigated report is critical because experimental tests (or empirical 

evidence gathering) depend crucially on this kind of report, plus measurements of brain dynamics. 

Theories-of-consciousness are explanations of reports in terms of dynamics. But if reports are 

unreliable (as they must be, in a physically-orthodox world), this whole scheme falls. It’s like 

explaining a thermometer-reading in terms of measurements of molecular dynamics, when the 

thermometer isn’t even connected to the molecular system. 

Note that the theorem does not say consciousness is not a brain-property. It says that if 

consciousness is a physically-orthodox brain-property, we’ll never be able to scientifically 

understand it in any detail. Further, the theorem does not assert that first-person report of 

consciousness is unreliable, definitively. It says that it must be unreliable if the orthodox physical  

                                                 
3 Of course, this point has not escaped the extremely-smart people who originated the modern study of consciousness. 

But everyone since Chalmers has depended on Chalmers’ resolution. Unfortunately, this resolution does not itself fit 

within the orthodox explanatory framework of physical theory! Please see Appendix C for further discussion of this 

point. It excludes Chalmersian resolutions for orthodox physics, leaving us with the results analyzed in this section. 
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Figure 1 from REF [1]. The role of meters in conventional and conscious-experiential 

research. Detailed definitions of terminology and s()-symbols are given in the main text of 

REF [1]. (A) The conventional inferential problem. For a system S, a meter M makes a 

measurement  related to a phenomenon-of-interest; simultaneous measurements by meters {mi} 

establish the values of fundamental properties Pj of fundamental system-constituents k. A theory-

of- is a function f relating {Pj (k)}-values to -values. (B) The idealized inferential problem for 

conscious experience. “System” comprises brain/associated-conscious-experience (dashed-black 

arrow schematically depicts association of the contents-of-experience with brain activity). Ideally, 

an M-meter directly dynamically-coupled with conscious-experiential-properties (green arrow) 

records {ksab(k,c)}-values that encapsulate details of experience; simultaneous brain-dynamical 

measurements {A(Arj)} are made. (Inside-square diagonal does not imply duality, but emphasizes 

two relevant, s- and A-labeled, phenomena-to-be-related.) A theory-of-consciousness is a 

function F relating {A(Arj)}-values to {ksab(k,c)}-values. (C) First-person report under orthodox 

dynamical-coupling. First-person report R[“s”] replaces meter M, but originates in orthodox-

A-couplings of brain-activity (green arrows). First-person report will be shown not scientifically-

reliable, in this scenario. (D) First-person report with virtue-of-s dynamical coupling. If s-

labeling (conscious-experiential-association) results in non-orthodox report-coupling (additional 

green arrow originating in dashed-black association), R[“s”] can in principle obtain M-style 

scientific-reliability; s-label-coupling can be conceived of as novel dynamics attributable to A-

states satisfying conditions for conscious-experiential association, so that the association-

originating green arrow can be viewed as lying entirely within the physical brain.  
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description of reality (including brains) is complete and correct. 

This theorem can be very troubling subjectively, because we are very used to treating the visual-

experience-of-red as the ‘source’ of a report such as ‘I see red’. But any scientific certainty 

attributed to this interpretation is surely unfounded. It could equally be that a neural dynamic is 

the joint source of report and experience. The point then is that there are many different possible 

neural sources [3], and we can’t use report itself to distinguish between them. For example, 

consider two brain areas that encode spatially fine-grained and spatially coarse-grained versions 

of the same visual experience [3]. We can’t use report to tell us which version is occurring in 

experience in a scientifically-reliable way, because experience doesn’t act on the brain (in physical 

orthodoxy).  

This theorem can also be very troubling intellectually, because it refutes the view that we can 

derive a complete explanation of natural phenomena, starting from the Standard Model (or some 

structurally-analogous successor, e.g. a Theory-of-‘Everything’). Necessarily, in a passive-

property model of consciousness with conventional particles-and-fields, report is unreliable and 

no theory can be scientifically tested. All we can say is “it makes sense that consciousness is some 

brain property”. We can’t get into the detail. So the detailed-explanation-of-Nature project must 

fail. There are ways to resurrect it. But that discussion is best left to another time and place. 

9. Putting it All Together 

A formal symbolism (section 4) for the components of conscious experience helps to develop a 

precise treatment of conscious observers (Appendix A), of the observed (which can include ‘meter-

observers’!), and of observing (section 3). In the very first instance, this formalism necessarily 

contains a spatial-coordinate  for e.g. experience-of-red-dot. To date, physical theory has not 

closely examined the relationship between this -coordinate and the r-coordinates that index both 

‘the molecule that reflected a red-spectrum photon’, and the ‘neural activity associated with the 

conscious-experience’. But this examination turns out to be critical first for a precise and coherent 

treatment of ‘observers’, and then for the completion of physical theory itself. 

In the first instance, again, we are presented with two three-dimensional spaces: the -space of 

conscious experience, and the r-space in which orthodox matter is embedded. Starting with a blank 

piece of paper (or an open mind!), there are a number of possible geometrical and topological 
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relationships between these spaces (section 5). For example, topologies range from identity (the 

two coordinate-systems index the same physical space) to connectedness (e.g. a 6-D topologically-

connected construction) to un-connectedness (two, disjoint, 3-D spaces). The default assumption 

in both science and popular thought is a form of identity (there is one 3-D space; conscious visual 

experience is e.g. ‘inside the head’). Then4, if the commonly-assumed physical principles of local 

interaction and spatial homogeneity apply to the relationship between brain dynamics and 

conscious experience, acute problems arise for neuroscience’s current understanding of neural 

encoding (section 6). Conversely, if neuroscientific orthodoxy is correct, locality and homogeneity 

do not after all apply to the brain/consciousness relationship, rendering it physically-unorthodox 

in basic and significant ways. Within a 3-D spatial conception, there is no apparent resolution of 

this tension between neuroscience and physical orthodoxy (Appendix A). Of course, another path 

is to entertain non-standard spatial constructions (e.g. 6-D, of various kinds). Here5, current 

neuroscience and physical locality/homogeneity can be simultaneously preserved, under certain 

additional conditions. (Another resolution of locality/homogeneity tensions results from novel, 

complicated metrics relating r- and -loci, but these approaches imply that fundamental spatial 

measure depends on biological structure. This is conceptually possible, but less appealing. Note, 

however, that this path also requires revision of orthodox physical constructs. Every way we turn, 

a coherent account of conscious experience demands fundamental-physics innovations.) 

Relativistic analysis of generation of conscious experience from spatiotemporally-distributed 

brain-dynamics (section 7) also points to neglect of spatial dimensions, in current physical theory. 

Proper treatment yields dramatic results. Specifically, relativistic invariance of the contents of 

conscious experience cannot be maintained in conventional 4-D spacetime, because the 

information on which experience depends is encoded in a spatially-extended (not-point-like) 

manner. One simple way to preserve conventional relativistic invariance is to assume a 7-D (6+1) 

spacetime, in which conscious-experience-components and matter-particles/fields lie in disjoint, 

orthogonal, spacelike 3-D subspaces. 

Finally, a measurement-theoretic analysis of the use of brain-instigated report-of-consciousness 

reveals that this report is scientifically unreliable, in a physically-orthodox setting (section 8; 

                                                 
4 ‘Then’: problems listed apply not only under the ‘identity’ assumption. A full discussion is beyond present scope, 

but the interested reader is surely fully equipped by now to work case-by-case through various possibilities. 
5 Not every 6-D construction will work, merely by virtue of dimensionality. Details are left to the reader. 
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Appendix C). Hence, there can be no complete experimentally-tested theory of natural phenomena, 

if current views of physical orthodoxy survive. The vigilant reader will have noted that this result 

is not directly derived from purely spatial considerations. But it belongs with the analyses of 

sections 4 to 7 because it is another instance of standard but hitherto-neglected physical reasoning, 

applied to the case of conscious experience. Both spatially-based (sections 3-7) and measurement-

theoretic analyses (section 8; Appendix C) point to the same overall conclusion: standard physical 

reasoning shows that conscious human observers (Appendix B) cannot be given a detailed, precise 

explanation within the orthodox explanatory framework of current physical theory (Appendix A). 

It will be left to the reader to explore the detailed interconnection between all the results outlined 

here. Results fall into three main classes: locality/homogeneity/metric-related, relativistically-

required, and measurement-theoretic. It is possible to distill from the three result-classes a single, 

detailed, theory-of-consciousness that is of the standard physical kind, but does not lie within the 

current confines of the orthodox physical framework (Appendix A). This single theory might be 

considered a leading alternative to orthodox mainstream proposals, e.g. to information-integration 

style theories. (Note that nothing here denies e.g. information-integration as a possible basis for 

conscious experience. But such theories have to address spatial-coordinate issues, relativistic 

invariance, and measurement-theoretic reliability, if they are to be minimally viable as serious 

physical hypotheses. These points can undoubtedly be addressed in simpler ways in non-

integration settings, although simplicity does not of course indicate correctness!) 

In summary, if orthodox features of the physics-theoretic environment are rigidly retained, a 

precise treatment of observer/observed/observing in physics and neuroscience leads to novel, 

insoluble problems with locality, homogeneity, relativistic invariance, scientific-reliability of 

measurements, and Theory-of-‘Everything’–style projects. On the other hand, all these problems 

can be resolved in a 7-D+ spacetime setting, with appropriate dynamical interconnection of 

conscious-experiential and matter-embedding subspaces. Although not discussed here, various 

features of this 7-D+ alternative construction are in principle experimentally-testable, e.g. in 

comparison with orthodox proposals. However, the prospects for constructively advancing these 

experimental tests seem to be poor, until the theoretical points emphasized in the present paper are 

at least admitted into mainstream discussions. 
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Appendix A: The Orthodox Explanatory Framework of Physics 

My overall goal in the present informal essay is to point out simple, physics-based, reasons why 

conscious human experience6 cannot be given a coherent and detailed explanation within physical 

theory’s orthodox explanatory framework. The implication? Either we give up science’s attempt 

to create a complete explanation of all natural phenomena (by excluding conscious experience 

from the set that can be explained), or we revise the orthodox explanatory framework in minimal, 

logical, and empirically-grounded ways (so that conscious experience can be included in the set of 

explainable phenomena). All this highlights the need to define ‘orthodox explanatory framework’. 

What is the Orthodox Explanatory Framework? 

Roughly, what I mean by the ‘orthodox explanatory framework of physics’ is the current set of 

fundamental physical theories (the Standard Model of Particle Physics plus 4-D General 

Relativity), together with any and all, current and future, alternative frameworks that are broadly 

coherent with this current set. What does ‘broadly coherent’ mean? It means that alternatives 

reduce to the Standard Model or GR in appropriate contexts, and that extensions to the current 

theories are structurally-similar to them. For example, if new particles or fields are introduced, 

they are matter/energy particles/fields, and not conscious-energy particles/fields.  

This description is meant to self-evidently include all beyond-Standard-Model theories currently 

under consideration, including string theories; to include all current quantum-gravity work; to 

include all the less-mainstream attempts at grand unification or theories-of-everything (e.g. causal 

sets, knot-based theories …); to include all condensed-matter physics and cosmology consistent 

with the collection of fundamental theories just described … and so on. 

As well as the precise mathematical and logical content of the just-mentioned theories, the 

orthodox explanatory framework includes certain basic physical principles or assumptions (for 

example: local coupling, except perhaps for quantum state-reduction; spatiotemporal homogeneity 

of physical action, etc.) It also includes certain basic experimental principles, such as: meters must 

be coupled to the systems they purport to measure! (You may laugh. However, please see section 

8, in the main text!) 

                                                 
6 6 Please see the Appendix B, “Varieties of Consciousness and the ‘Human’ Appeal”, for further clarification of the 

term ‘human conscious observer’. 
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Finally, the orthodox explanatory framework includes physical theory’s relationship to chemistry, 

biology, and neuroscience. Explanatory entities used in these disciplines (atoms, molecules; cells; 

electromagnetic fields) couple and evolve dynamically in ways that derive essentially from the 

mathematics of fundamental theories. ‘Emergent phenomena’ exist, but in no case in Nature is 

there so-called strong emergence, where e.g. a basically-new force or coupling occurs at a higher 

level that is not explainable in terms of (perhaps large collections of) fundamental-level 

interactions. (Intellectual superiority or natural primacy of ‘fundamental’ theory not implied!) 

What isn’t in the Orthodox Explanatory Framework? 

For present purposes, the orthodox explanatory framework excludes two critical features. First, it 

denies that features of conscious experience can influence brain dynamics. (This follows from a 

necessarily emergent-phenomenon account of conscious experience, plus a no-strong-emergence 

condition.) Second, it denies that the existence of conscious experience has any influence on the 

basically-required dimensionality of spacetime. (Although I refer to 4-D GR above, there are of 

course many higher-dimensional proposals, notably unitary string-like theories. But the extra 

dimensions in such theories have nothing to do with conscious experience, which is, again, 

emergent from orthodox electron-quark-photon-aggregate dynamics in the familiar 4-D subspace.) 

Critiques 

It’s possible to take exception to my appeal to an ‘orthodox explanatory framework’ in physical 

theory. For example, one could claim that such a thing doesn’t exist. Or that, if it does exist, it’s 

not how I’ve described it. Sometimes both critiques are made7! 

The first critique (‘there is no orthodox framework’) is simply disingenuous. If I were to walk into 

a physics seminar room and talk about a novel matter-coupling associated with conscious 

experience, I’d be laughed out. (I’m not proposing that such a coupling must exist, in the present 

paper. I am however pointing out that, if it doesn’t, we can’t do ‘the physics of a conscious 

observer’ in any recognizable way. See section 8.) Similar reactions are to be expected for extra 

dimensions associated with conscious experience. (Again they don’t ‘have to’ exist. But if they 

don’t, conscious experience isn’t e.g. relativistically-invariant. See section 7.) There is clearly a 

                                                 
7 Of course, I’m interested to hear if my account of the ‘orthodox explanatory framework’ is inaccurate or unclear. 

Please let me know: rosseinsky.nicholas.m@cfdis.org. 
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boundary beyond which proposals are (sometimes politely) described as non-orthodox. What 

seems to be quite problematic for physics at the moment is that only certain tightly-proscribed 

kinds of non-orthodoxy appear to be entertained. Of course, there is a line between constructively-

creative and wildly-ungrounded. However, at the meta-level, the present paper strongly questions 

whether physics as a discipline has come up with a trustable solution to the quis custodiet problem, 

concerning the ‘physics of the observer’ (if ‘observer’ includes the human, conscious, kind). How 

have we got so far, without addressing present concerns?! 

Somewhere between the first critique (‘no framework’) and the second (‘framework’s not what 

you say’) is the claim that I’ve assumed physics to be complete or finished, in order to create a 

strawman-version of its explanatory capacities. Nothing could be further from the case. I’m not 

saying ‘finished-physics can’t explain conscious experience’. I’m saying ‘physics within certain 

prescribed boundaries cannot’; I’m positively and constructively inviting the discipline to set foot 

beyond those boundaries! Of course I understand that physics has many pressing problems to 

solve, including dark-matter/dark-energy, and the reconciliation or unification of quantum theory 

with the current theory of gravity. I’m just saying that it also has to deal with the pressing problems 

raised here. (There are also good reasons to believe that conventionally-recognized and presently-

identified problems for physical theory are not unrelated. But that’s a matter for another time.) 

An illustrative example of second-kind critiques (‘framework’s not what you say’) concerns 

dimensionality. In the main paper I’ll appeal a few times to a contingent need for extra dimensions, 

specifically devoted to certain aspects of conscious experience, and say that such a development 

would go beyond the orthodox explanatory framework. To which it’s possible to respond: ‘extra 

dimensions are not outside the orthodox framework, you clearly don’t know what’s going on in 

physics!’ The response to this has already been given: extra dimensions in the orthodox 

explanatory framework have nothing to do with conscious experience; it’s not the dimensions-per-

se in present proposals that go beyond the orthodox explanatory framework – it’s their dedicated 

conscious-experiential function or role. 

(A wholly-different kind of critique comes from the projection that, when I talk about coupling 

between conscious experience and brain-dynamics, I must be assuming mind/body dualism. This 

is trivially incorrect. I refer the interested reader to reference [1], for more details.)
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Appendix B: Varieties of Consciousness and the ‘Human’ Appeal 

Varieties of Consciousness 

The term ‘consciousness’ is commonly used to refer to a number of different phenomena. In this 

paper, it is used to label conscious experience. ‘Conscious experience’ is a little tricky but not 

impossible to define. And it’s only tricky because we seem to have collectively fallen into the habit 

of interpreting e.g. visual experience as the external world, rather than as a representation of the 

world. One way into defining conscious experience as an empirical phenomenon is to point to the 

contrast between eyes-open and eyes-closed, for a person with typical visual function. Another 

way in is to use the eye-crossing insight described in the main text (section 3). (Alleged problems 

derived from the inherent ‘subjectivity’ of these kinds of definitional mode are discussed further 

below, and again in some detail in Appendix C.) 

‘Consciousness’ is also used elsewhere to point to self-consciousness, i.e. the subjective conscious 

experience, or implicit understanding, that there is a self who is e.g. the controller of the body-

mind. This usage is not employed in the present paper, or analyzed further. 

Finally, ‘consciousness’ is also sometimes used to label certain functions, such as attention or 

memory. This point is difficult, because there is certainly a conscious experience of memories and 

attention, but it is not clear how to delineate between conscious experience and the hypothesis that 

some broader conception of consciousness is an active component in the performance of functions. 

(For example, there is certainly at least one kind of not-consciously-experienced memory, usually 

described as ‘implicit learning’ by psychology and neuroscience. Does this kind of memory still 

have some relationship to some sort of consciousness-beyond-conscious-experience, or is it simply 

a matter-instantiated function?)  Again, this function-usage is not employed or analyzed here. 

The ‘Human’ Appeal 

At various points in the text, I refer to a conscious human observer. This usage is not meant to 

imply that humans are the only beings or systems that are or could be conscious. It simply 

emphasizes that the only system I know to be conscious (‘to have conscious experience’) is myself, 

and that for the purposes of this essay I am assuming that this knowledge is transferable to other 

humans. For example, if I hold that my own conscious experience is the result of certain neural 
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activity, it logically follows (under certain further assumptions) that close-enough neural activity 

in others’ brains will lead to their conscious experience. 

Alleged Problems arising from the Subjectivity of Conscious Experience 

It is certainly possible to take the view that, because I only know for sure that I have conscious 

experience, conscious experience is not a matter for scientific enquiry. The whole thing is ‘too 

subjective’. For example, fundamental physics should not be developed with reference to 

conscious-experiential phenomena. Such phenomena should be left to ‘softer’ disciplines, like 

psychology. 

This position seems hard to justify, for the following reason. The only thing I do know for sure is 

that conscious experience exists. (Remember: visual experience is not ‘the world’! It is a 

component of conscious experience8!) Therefore, any theory that has to exclude the existence of 

conscious experience cannot be a complete theory of the Universe I inhabit. Any theory-of-

everything that specifically excludes conscious experience cannot be the theory-of-everything for 

my Universe. Essentially, the exclusion of conscious experience renders the entirety of physical 

theory an abstract and contingent exercise, whose relevance to the Universe we actually inhabit is 

conjectural, at best. Notably, science’s self-description as a complete and rational account of the 

human condition is not even minimally supportable, under the view that conscious experience is 

to be excluded from hard science. (This is not a criticism of science. It’s an argument for taking 

conscious experience as seriously as possible, within science.) 

  

                                                 
8 I trust that readers are also clear that visual experiences of the very small and the large do not establish the existence 

of an alleged physical-world in a naïve-realist sense. For example, no-one has ever seen a Higgs boson, or a star, if 

these words point to their realist-realization. Of course, neither can we rule out realist constructions! The point is that 

it is easy to jump from visual experience, to believing in a naïve realist conception, to thinking that the physics we 

have ‘self-evidently’ describes the ‘self-evidently’-existent realist-world. The mistakes are, I hope, self-evident . 
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Appendix C: Chalmers’ Solution to the Consciousness-Meter Problem 

When I use the term ‘consciousness-meter’ in this essay, I do not of course mean the invention 

and application of a direct consciousness measuring-device! As noted in section 8 (e.g. the Figure 

on p.15), I mean that the testing of competing theories-of-consciousness requires ‘brain-meters’ 

(EEG or MRI measurements, for example) and a proxy for a consciousness-meter. This proxy is 

always first-person report of some kind (button-press, verbal report, etc.) The point emphasized in 

the present essay is that the proxy lacks basic scientific-reliability in every passive-property theory-

of-consciousness, developed in a physically-orthodox setting. (Note that physically-orthodox 

settings only allow passive-property theories-of-consciousness!) Implication? Every theory-of-

consciousness in a physically-orthodox setting lacks experimental-testability! 

This point may come as a surprise to those who think that experimental-testability must have been 

resolved at some point. (Because serious people continue to publish allegedly-testable theories-of-

consciousness!) This Appendix addresses the only considered treatment of experimental reliability 

that I am aware of, namely that advanced in the late 1990s by David Chalmers. 

Comparing Chalmers’ and Crick/Koch’s Approaches to Consciousness Research 

Arguably, the modern scientific study of consciousness began in the 1990s with Crick and Koch’s 

famous papers, and with the publication of The Conscious Mind: In Search of a Fundamental 

Theory, by David Chalmers. Crick and Koch explicitly avoided the issue of ‘defining 

consciousness’. Arguably, this strategy has become problematic. It seems to have led a whole 

generation of scientists to apparently believe it is safe to propose sophisticated theories for a 

phenomenon they have not closely examined! While Crick and Koch’s approach was viable as an 

early prototype, and undoubtedly constructive for opening the field, it is no longer supportable [1]. 

In contrast, Chalmers took the definitional problem seriously, leading to the topic addressed in this 

Appendix. Once we have carefully defined what Chalmers calls phenomenal consciousness (what 

I’m calling here ‘conscious experience’), we run into a massive scientific problem. Crick and Koch 

never addressed this problem, because they avoided definition. Chalmers both identifies and 

suggests a solution for the problem, which is this. If we adopt what philosophers call ‘causal 

closure’ (as Chalmers does), all entities coupling with brain-dynamics are already accounted for 

by orthodox physics. This means conscious experience itself can’t affect brain dynamics. Hence, 
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verbal report can’t actually ‘originate in’ conscious experience itself. This is the problem discussed 

in section 8 of the present essay. It means that the use of verbal report as a proxy for a 

consciousness-meter is not scientifically-reliable, because ‘meter’ isn’t coupled to phenomenon! 

Chalmers’ Solution 

Chalmers fully recognized this problem, and came up with an ingenious solution. (Chalmers’ 

discussion starts with the ability to notice distinct qualities of conscious experience, a capacity that 

he calls ‘phenomenal judgement’.) He said it was self-evident that my verbal report of ‘conscious 

experience of red’ and my actual experience of red are always consistent. (We neglect the case of 

deliberate deceit.) This ‘self-evident-ness’ means that there must be some subjective consistency-

monitoring mechanism, to compare experience and report. So far, so good. But note that, for 

Chalmers, this mechanism can’t be realized in brain-dynamics! For that to happen, the experience 

itself would have to be an informational input to brain-dynamics, which is prohibited by causal 

closure. So the consistency-monitoring mechanism must be entirely disembodied (have no neural 

correlate at all). It must exist in conscious-experiential space, as a comparison between conscious-

experience-of-red and conscious-experience-of my report ‘I saw red’. Moreover, say this 

consistency-monitoring mechanism found that report and experience differed. Causal closure 

means there can be no way for this finding to influence brain-dynamics, to generate a spoken report 

such as “my experience and my just-given report are actually inconsistent”. Consistency-of-report 

assessment must be both disembodied, and never itself reportable, in Chalmers’ scheme! 

Now Chalmers’ account may indeed by the way things are (although alternative and 

experimentally-differentiable hypotheses are available [1]). But if Chalmers’ account is the way 

things are, two points follow. First, reality does not conform to orthodox physics, because there 

are disembodied processes. (Causal closure of the physical has been saved, but a new sort of non-

physical ‘ghost’ dynamics has been introduced.) Second, experimental testing in Chalmers-world 

is nothing like experimental testing in orthodox physics. From the analysis above, I know that even 

completely-sincere and well-intentioned subjects might be misreporting, but inherently lack the 

capacity to report-their-misreport. So the only trustable evidence from conscious-experiential 

research comes from my own participation in an experimental protocol! (Please see the Figure on 

p.27 for a graphical account. The image is taken from [1]’s Supplementary Material; the legend 

has been re-written specifically for this essay. The ‘reported-red/actual-black’ situation in panels 
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Adapted from Figure S2 in REF [1]’s Supplementary Material. This figure explains report-

reliability issues arising for (Chalmers, 1996) treatment of ‘phenomenal judgment’ (report of 

conscious experience). (A) Neural activity propagates from a sensory area S1 to some later area 

U2 that is implicated in conscious experience. Activity in U2 propagates to an area W which 

governs report. Because the ‘red-square experience’ is a property-of U2-dynamics (broken black 

double-headed arrow), report R does not depend on experience, and is unreliable. Here ‘’ in R 

denotes report mediated by orthodox-physical processes. (B) Purple arrows indicate non-orthodox 

coupling between property-dual (Chalmers, 1996) experience-of-red and inner, private, R report. 

Here ‘’ indicates no orthodox-physical basis (e.g. in neural dynamics) for this report. Note that 

R cannot couple (solid-black arrow crossed-out) with brain-dynamics, as this would violate 

causal closure (Chalmers, 1996). (C) In principle, public R-report and private R-report can 

differ! Note here that the actual experience is a black square, as verified by the private report. 

Nevertheless the public report is ‘my experience is red’. The next panel shows how, if this happens, 

it can’t be made public! (D) Public R-report creates sound waves (red oscillations) that lead to 

conscious experience of R-report, leading (purple arrow) to “But I said red!” private R-report. 

This new R-report must also be unable to influence brain-dynamics, if causal closure is to hold. 

Dissonance between public report and private knowledge must remain private, even though the 

subject is directly aware of it! And purple -processes are either new physics, or non-physics! 
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C& D is exaggerated for illustration. The genuine methodological problem [1] concerns the ability 

to reliably-report nuanced features of experience. See REF [3] for more detail on this point.) 

Have Physicists Read about Phenomenal Judgement in ‘The Conscious Mind’? 

I should say again that there is currently no empirical evidence against Chalmers’ account of report, 

and of internal-assessment of report-experience consistency. I fully laud him for going where Crick 

and Koch did not (into proper definitions), for his care in identifying the phenomenal-

judgment/report-reliability problem, and for his creativity in coming up with a possible solution. 

However. I am genuinely curious as to whether any of the physicists currently working in 

consciousness research have read and digested Chalmers’ analyses. Because if they have, it’s 

impossible to understand how they believe that conscious-experiential research can take place at 

all, within the orthodox physical explanatory-setting (Appendix A). Perhaps they have taken on 

the problems Chalmers points out, and come up with alternative solutions that fit within orthodox 

framework (Appendix A). If so, I have somehow overlooked the publication of such solutions. 

More likely, they have simply followed Crick and Koch’s lead, into doing conscious-experiential 

research without considering the central phenomenon, and its particular characteristics. But I am, 

of course, open to data on this point. Perhaps there are other explanations I’m overlooking? 

Are Physicists Aware of the Need for ‘Bridging Principles’? 

It seems clear that Chalmers himself fully comprehends the scale of the problem associated with 

conscious-experiential report. He goes to great lengths in other publications to emphasize the need 

for ‘bridging principles’ that address the experience-doesn’t-influence-report problem. 

Nevertheless, I am not aware of a single instance in the literature – philosophical, physical, or 

neurobiological – of an actual alternative to Chalmers’ ghostly inner-comparison mechanism. To 

my knowledge, no-one else has actually proposed another concrete bridging principle.  

Everyone Uses Chalmers’ Physically-Ungrounded, Unreportable, Consistency Mechanism! 

As noted, there is an ongoing stream of theory-of-consciousness publications whose status as 

‘science’ rests explicitly or implicitly on experimental testability. What beliefs about reliability-

of-tests do authors of these publications hold? It’s hard to escape the conclusion that they are either 
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unaware of report-reliability problems, or they use Chalmers’ physically-ungrounded, 

unreportable, consistency mechanism to justify experimental-reliability.  

I must explicitly exclude from this conclusion those who publish on ‘consciousness’ but use the 

term to mean ‘neural encoding’. Of course, this group have no ‘report-of-experience’ problems. 

But that’s because they’re not doing research on conscious experience, as the term is presently 

used (Appendix B). (Supplementary Materials for REF [1] discuss these kinds of not-about-

consciousness theories, as well a host of other approaches, with reference to report-reliability.)  

Meeting Actual Problems, If No Coupling from Conscious Experience to Brain-Dynamics 

In Appendix B, I responded to – and rejected – the view that fundamental physical theory should 

not include conscious-experiential analyses, because the latter are ‘too subjective’. But in this 

Appendix I have pointed out that there are very real problems in trying to collect conscious-

experiential (subjective!) data by first-person report. How are we to square these comments? 

Let’s do this carefully. Appendix B says, without a physics of conscious experience, there is no 

theory-of-everything. Without a physics of conscious experience, we know there’s a huge gap in 

physics, because the only thing we know for sure exists is experience. This point stands by itself. 

Now here, we’re saying, there are real problems arising with the scientific reliability of first-person 

(subjective) report of experience, in a physically-orthodox setting [1]. If we can’t overcome them, 

then we’re back at no-physics-of-experience, no theory-of-everything, there’s a huge gap etc. 

This Appendix argues that Chalmers’ way of addressing first-person report problems takes us 

outside the physically-orthodox setting, albeit in a particularly unsatisfactory way (information 

processing without a matter-energy basis). The main text (section 8) points to other ways of 

resolving problems [1], which also take us outside the physically-orthodox setting, but are more 

satisfactory from a physics-theoretic viewpoint. (For example: they are experimentally testable!) 

The basic point is that subjectivity concerns are real (this Appendix), but every effort must be 

made to overcome them (Appendix B). Chalmers’ The Conscious Mind and REF [1] both attempt 

to deal with the actual problems arising due to presumed non-coupling from conscious experience 

to brain-dynamics. But I question whether other approaches - especially those dominating the 

current physics-of-consciousness literature - have even recognized these very real problems. 


